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A FREIHEITSSATZ FOR SEMIGROUPS

Jung Rae Cho

1. Introduction
The Freiheitssatz for one-relator groups states that if G is the group 

defined by the presentation * * ；〃, where r is a cyclically
reduced word in 如如，《以，《电，…} containing ai, then the subgroup of G 
generated by {a?, ag, • • * ) is a free group. We can restate it as follow: if 
G is the group defined by the presentation (X; r), where r is a cyclically 
reduced word in X containing xQ in X, then the free group generated 
by X\{z。} is embedded in G by the natural homomorphism extending 
the map x i x far alLr_in_JL \ {x()}. This Freiheitssate fo호 坛涂码由.

groups is true ([7]).
One may want to generalize the Freiheitssatz to groups with more 

than one relators as follow if G is the group defined by the presentation 
〈X; R\ where each r in J? is a cyclically reduced word in X、and if X。 

is a subset of X and Rq is the subset of R consisting of all elements 
which involves only the variables in Xq , then the group defined by the 
presentation (Xo； Rq) is embedded in G by the natural homomorphism. 
But this is not true in general as the following example shows.

Example 1. Let G be the group defined by the presentation (皿饥 z; 
xy-1, yz) and put X。= (x, z}. Then Rq is empty and the group Gq 
defined by the presentation (Xo； Rq) is the free group on Xq, However, 
the subgroup of G generated by (x, z} is not a free group. In fact, in 
G、we have xz = xy~ryz = 1-1 = 1, and so x = z~1. Thus the natural 
homomorphism is not an embedding.

In this paper, we want to state a Freiheitssatz for semigroups and 
provide a couple of conditions for this Freiheitssatz to hold.

By a semigroup presentation P, we mean a pair [X\R\ where X is a 
set of generators and 1? is a set of relations Thus X consists of symbols 
Xi, X2, • - - and R consists of pairs (ut, vj, (z € I), where ut and vt ar은
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semigroup words in X、It is customary to write u = v instead of (u, v). 
We denote by S(F) the semigroup defined the presentation P = [X; 7?].

A FREIHEITSSATZ FOR SEMIGROUPS. Let P = [X\R\ be a semi
group presentation. Suppose X。is a subset of X, R& the subset of R 
consisting of all relations involving only the variables in Then, for 
Pq = [Xq] Ko], S(R)) is embedded in S(P) by the natural homomor
phism, x I—> x for all x in X().

The main results of this paper are the following two theorems.

THEOREM 1. Let P = [X]U = v] be an one-relator semigroup pre
sentation, Then the FYeiheitssatz holds for S(P). That is, if Xq is the 
subset of X which does not contain a variable appearing in the relation 
u = v, then the subsemigroup of S(P) generated by Xq is free.

THEOREM 2. Let P = [X\ R\ where the left and right sides of each 
p시弟耘m n— v in R involve the same variables. Then the JEkeiheitssatz 
h시ds for S(P).

We will prove Theorem 1 algebraically in §2 and introduce semi
group diagrams in §3, which will be used in §4 for a geometric proof of 
Theorem 2. At the end of the paper, we will show by an example that 
the condition in Theorem 2 can not be weaken.

2. Proof of Theorem 1
For a semigroup presentation P = [X; u = v], let P =〈X; uv-1) be 

the corresponding group presentation, and let G(P) denote the group 
defined by P. The following lemmas are trivial

LEMMA 1. The map S(P)——> G(戸)such that wig for all x E X 
can be extended to a homomorphism,

LEMMA 2. For any set X, the free semigroup on X can be embedded 
in the free group on X by the natural homomorphism such that x x 
for all x E X,

Now let P = [X; u = v] be an one-relator semigroup presentation. 
Suppose Xq is the subset of X which does not contain a variable ap
pearing in the relation u = v. To prove Theorem 1, we need to show 
that subsemigroup of S(P) generated by Xq is free.
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Suppose w\ and w2 are words in Xq such that = w2 in S(P). 
It is enough to show that in the free semigroup on Xq. By
Lemma 1, wi = W2 in G(戸).By Lemma 2 and the Freiheitssatz for the 
one-relator group G(P), there is an embedding from the free semigroup 
on Xq into G(P). Thus in the free semigroup on X°. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Semigroup diagrams
By a semigroup diagram over a set X we mean a labelled oriented 

map M ([6], p.23이) with the following properties.
(1) M is connected and simply connected.
(2) Each edge of D is labelled with an element of X,
(3) There are two distinguished points on the boundary of Af, 

which are denoted by <r(M) and r(M) respectively, and the 
boundary of M consists of two directed paths from a(M) to

(4) There are two distinguished points on the boundary of each 
region A, which are denoted by a(A) and t(A) respectively, 
and the boundary of △ consists of two directed paths from 
a(A) to r(A).

We can describe a semig호oup diagrams M over X pictorially by 
drawing a figure. In doing so, we put o(M) at the far left and r(M) at 
the far right of the figure. We also put each(r(A) to the left of r(A) 
(See figure 1).

By an obvious reason, the two directed paths from a(M) to r(M) 
which constitute the boundary of M are called the upper boundary and 
the lower boundary of M,and denoted by 产(M) and A(M) respectively. 
Similarly, we define //(△) and 人(△) for region each △ of M.

For each edge e, let g?(e) denote the label of e, and extend over 
all directed paths of Af, i.e., if a = eie2 • • • en is a directed path then 
9(Q)= 9(处)例£2)・••*(环).

Given a semigroup prsentation P — [X; 7?], a semigroup diagram M 
over X is called a P-diagram if the following holds.

(5) For each region △ of M、either 入(M)) or
夕(入(肱))=is a relation in R.

For example, the semigroup diagram in Figure 1 is a P-diagram over 
the semigroup presentation
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a(M)

Lemma 3 ([9]). Let P = [X; 7?] and 皿,be words in X. Then 
w\ = W2 in S(P) if and only if there is a P-diagram M such that

= wi and g，(人(M)) = u)2-

COROLLARY. Let M be a P-diagram and vi,巧 be vertices of M. 
If a and g are directed paths from v\ to 总 then 夕(q)=夕(月)in S,(P).

For a semigroup diagram Af, let #(M) denote the number of regions 
of M. If a and /3 are directed paths in M then write a 으 /? to denote 
that a is a subpath of 0.

LEMMA 4 ([4]). Let M be a semigroup diagram and #(M) > 0. 
Then there is a region △ such that #(△) 으 Dually, there is a 
region △ such that 人(△) Q X(M),

Proof. [Another Proof]. Let E be the set of all regions of M. Define 
a relationon S by A > $ if 人(△) and /z($) have a common edge, 
and let ‘2’ be the reflexive and transitive closure of Then it can 
be seen that 4>5 is a partial ordering on S. Since S is finite, it has 
a maximal element △ and a minimal element Then 卩(△) C 卩(M) 
and A($) 으 A(M).

The geometric method using diagrams is well developed for combi
natorial group theory and proved to be very useful ([2],[3], (이). This 
method is also adapted by many people for the study of word problem 
and embedding problem of semigroups ([1],[5],[8],[9]).
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4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let P = [X] 2?] where R consists of relations whose left and right 

hand sides involve the same variables, and let Po = where
Xq is a subset of X and Rq is a set of relations in R which involve 
only the variables in X(). We need to show the natural homomorphism 
S(Jo) ——> S(jP) is injective. Suppose wi and w2 are words in X。such 
that wi = v)2 in S(F). We wish to show = w2 in S(P負

By Lemma 3 there is a P-diagram M su시' that = w\ and
(/?(A(M)) = w2. We shall show that there is a Jo-diagram M* such 
that y>(/2(Af*)) = Wi and </?(A(M*))=屮八 We proceed by induction 
on If M has no region then the conclusion is trivial, because
Wi and W2 are identical in this case (Figure 2(a)). If M has only one 
region then M itself is a Jq diagram (Figure 2(b)).

Assume the conclusion is true for F-diagrams with less than #(M) 
regions and we will show the conclusion is true for M. By Lemma 4 
there is a region △ such that “(△) C 卩(M) (Figure 3(a)).

Let Mf be the 尸-diagram obtained from M by deleting 卩(△) and 
the interior of △・ Note that the lower boundary 人(△) of △ remains 
a part of the upper boundary of M' (Figure 3(b)). Thus, if 
卩(M) = then "(A") = a시:△用. Here a and 任 may be empty.
Note that 甲(卩(M)) is a word in XQ1 and, since(?(，(△)) and #(，》(△)) 

involve the same variables,(q(〃("))is a word in XQ. Let this word 
be wr. Since #(A〃대) < #(M), by induction hypothesis, there is a R) 
diagram M,f such that 夕(0(M")) = Wi and(^(A(M//))二二 w2 (Figure 
3(c)). Now 卩(M") = &伊寸 for some directed paths a\ 伊 and 了‘, 

where (伊)=夕(入(△)). Let M* be the semigroup diagram obtained 
by gluing △ to Mu identifying 入(△) with 0f. Then, M* is a Jo- 
diagram such that </?(/z(A/*)) = wi and= w? (Figure 3(d)). 
This completes the proof.
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Remark. Without the condition that every 호elation in R involves 
the same variables on both sides, the Ffeiheitssatz does not holds, as 
the following example shows.

Example. Let S(F) be defined by the presentation
P = [x, y, z, t; xy 二二 tzy xz = zx, xt = tx\ 

and let S(P°) be the semigroup defined by R = [x,y, z; xz = zx]. 
Then, xyx = xxy in S(P) since xyx = tzx = txz = xtz = xxy (See 
Figure 4).

However, xxy + xyx in since the relation xz = zx can be
applied to neither xxy nor xyx. In fact,

S(Jo) =< y>*(<x>®<z >).
Thus, S(J%) is not embeddable in S(P) by the natural map.
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